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Abstract

In this paper, the Phi and Pi parameters are considered, studied and formulated as twin elements but measured in different
shape or geometric dimension. One, the parameter Pi as a curved geometric element (semi-circumference) and the other, the
parameter Phi built and measured in a rectilinear way. This transformation of one curved into another rectilinear produces an
increase in dimension or length that is measured by a dilation coefficient Dc.
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Friends, from my beginnings to review the peculiarities of the
number Pi, (with the first work on the squaring Pi: Pi direct formula) I realized that if we bend a straight line to form a curve, this line
loses length as be in a curved line since all its points are closer to
each other on the inside of the curve. But once observing the large
number of internal segments of the circumference that were very
close to being directed to the Phi number, I began to think and deduce that perhaps these two parameters (pi and Phi) were not only
parallel in their components, but perhaps the same parameter, but
measured in a different way, or if we want, in different dimensions:
straight dimension and curved dimension. After many attempts to
square the circle and measure multiple interior segments of the circumference, this idea became established and the real reason why
an easy squaring of the circle is not possible: Because when the
segments relative to Pi lose dimension, it is not possible to square
them with any linear segment within the circumference. Nevertheless, segments of Phi yes, they have multiple squares and interrelation between them. For this reason, the current reasoning that it
is not possible to square the circle because Pi is transcendental, for
me, they face consistency since in no geometric construction we
get to use thousands of decimal digits.
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And also, there are other segments with infinite decimal places
and we can construct them, such as the square root of segment 2,
or the diagonal of the square. We also do it with the segment 1/3 =
0.333333 .... which have infinite decimal places.
Therefore, and in summary, we can say that:
Phi and pi are two twin elements that represent the same parameter, but measured in a different geometric dimension: Phi is the
parameter in its rectilinear form, and Pi is this same parameter
once curved to form the circumference.
And as a geometric principle:
All straight lines lose dimension or length when they are curved.
In the circumference, its curvature represents a negative increment in length, which we will measure by means of a coefficient
of expansion (Phi/Pi) whose value we estimate as: Dc (Phi/Pi) =
1.0009590223....
For example, the segment b,
at Pi = 0.785398163....
x 1.0009590223...
at Phi = 0.78615136....
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